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Exercise 4.2: Compression of a Rubber Spring 

This exercise starts with a 3d-meshed model with properties, material, boundaries, and loads 
applied.  In the course of this exercise, contact pairs, sliding contact properties, and load steps 
will be set up to create a nonlinear static analysis. 

Problem setup showing the rubber spring and the contact surface fixed to ground 

Model Information 

This model contains a rubber spring which is and a surface against which the spring will be 
pressed in contact. 

Problem Setup 

You should copy these files: RubberSpring_start.fem
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Step 1: Import the model RubberSpring_start.fem into HyperMesh Desktop. 

The loaded HyperMesh model showing the spring, contact surface, and associated loads 

Step 2: Setup the MATX42 material properties 

1. In the Model Browser, expand the Material section to show the materials in the model.  

Right-click on the entry Rubber and click the Card Edit option to open the card editor. 

2. In the Card Editor, check the box net to MATX… in the lower options section and select 

MATX42 from the drop-down selector.  In the MATX42 section in the editor section, enter 

0.300 into the MU(1) field and 2 for ALFA(1). 

3. Click return to exit the card editor.

Step 3: Setup the load function and enforced displacement 

1. Create a new TABLED1 load collector named TABLED1_Disp and card edit it to contain 

the following values: 

2. Create a new load collector named Displacement and set it as the current load collector. 

3. On the Analysis page, enter the constraints panel.  Change the load types in the lower 
right hand corner to SPCD. 
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4. With the nodes entity selector active, click the node at the end of the RBE2 connected to 

the rubber spring.  Deselect all DOFs except for DOF 2 and set the value for DOF 2 to -

4.0. 

5. Click create to create the enforced displacement, and exit the panel. 
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Step 4: Setup the contact properties and interface 
1. Check the normals to see if the pyramid shapes on the contact side of the plate and the 

surface of the rubber spring face each other as shown in the following image.  If not, they’ll 
need to be adjusted. 

2. To adjust the normals for either the plate or the spring, go to the contact surfaces panel 
from the Analysis page.  Use the adjust normals subpanel and select the contact surface 
to be adjusted from the graphics area.  With the surface selected, click reverse normals to 
fix the contact directions. 

3. Create a new PCONT property named Contact and card edit it to include the GPAD_OPT

parameter and the PCONTX extension and have the following values: 
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4. Return to the Analysis page and open the interfaces panel.  Edit the contact by going to 

the card image subpanel, clicking name and selecting the Contact interface and clicking 

edit. 

5. Change the Property Option from Property Type to Property Id.  Click on the PID

field and set it to the Contact property.  Return to the Analysis page. 

Step 5: Setup the load step 

Create a new NLOAD1 load collector card named NLOAD1_Disp and card edit it to link the 

EXCITEID to the Displacement load collector and TID to the TABLED1_Disp load collector.  

Ensure that TYPE is set to DISP, and return to the Analysis page. 

Create a loadstep called NLGEOM of type geometric non-linear with SPC set to the SPC

load collector, NLOAD set to NLOAD1_Disp, NLPARM set to NLPARM, and TTERM set to 2.5.   

Step 6: Run the analysis as rubber_spring_contact_analysis.fem

Step 5: Post-process the model 

What is the point of maximum deflection in the model? 

  


